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The surface of Earth is a location of one of colonies the bogoneposlushnykh of individuals of the Universe!
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Our Universe is limited and ordered (1). We exist in a usual galaxy by the name of "Universe" (2). Our Earth only a part of a galaxy "Milky Way" and it all space cataclysms are inherent (3).

Hypothesis:
The surface of Earth is a location of one of colonies the bogoneposlushnykh of individuals of the Universe!

The earth – one of the most severe and "homeless" places in the Universe, well, simply real hell! We are disturbed constantly by cataclysms, we are threatened by asteroids, UFO, "Ice Ages" and "doomsday"! God chained disobedient people of Earth in "shackles" to fence off from the bogoposlushnykh вселенян, and lodged them on Earth surface where various cataclysms rage: droughts, icy colds, floods, space threats and so on. Quite another matter – paradise life in the planet where the kernel turns into the artificial sun, and the cloak gives way to the artificial atmosphere (4)!

And then dreams of paradise life where eternal summer, always light-, gardens blossom and fructify come true, there are no space threats, the love reigns everywhere, there is no theft and alcoholism, where all – one family, brothers and sisters.

We are sure that our Universe live! Alas, "they", perhaps, only send to us UFO to investigation – but we didn't do something superfluous? Anybody in the Universe doesn't want to communicate with us! Would send though a news!

Conclusion
1. So means, we in vain try to make out someone in telescopes?
2. Then was at us never "roof"!
3. To us, people of Earth-vселенyanam, it is just necessary to improve: to eradicate the evil and violence, to love and respect each other, it is simple – to live on a Scripture!
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